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Cosmic neutrinos with energies above 10
8
GeV, so far unobserved, have great potential
as probes of astrophysics and particle physics phenomena. They escape from dense regions
of matter and point back to their sources, thereby providing a unique window into the most
violent events in the universe. Once they reach the Earth, such neutrinos interact with
center-of-mass energies far beyond foreseeable man-made colliders (with miserable luminosi-
ties, to be sure). Their interactions therefore explore regimes inaccessible to conventional
particle physics experiments, such as new physics at or beyond the weak scale.
The sources of ultra-high energy neutrinos range from the well-established to the highly
speculative [1]. The cosmic ray spectrum is well-measured up to the Greisen-Zatsepin-
Kuz'min (GZK) cuto [2, 3] at 510
10
GeV. Such cosmic rays necessarily interact with the
2:7
Æ
K cosmic microwave background through pion photoproduction p ! n
+
, producing
\Greisen neutrinos" when the pions decay [2, 4]. The expected ux of Greisen neutrinos






at energies of 10
10
GeV. Its precise value encodes information
about the early universe. In addition to this known source, models of active galactic nuclei
(AGN) also predict ultra-high energy neutrinos [5], possibly with even larger uxes at these
energies [6, 7, 8].
Observations of cosmic rays with energies beyond the GZK cuto also generate strong in-
terest in ultra-high energy neutrinos. First, they provide motivation for determining whether
the photoproduction mechanism actually occurs in the predicted way. Since this process is
based on conventional and well-tested physics, but boosted to a very high Lorentz factor
  10
11
, its absence would have radical implications, perhaps pointing to a breakdown of
special relativity. Second, the super-GZK events have inspired new proposals for exotic neu-
trino sources. These include the decays of topological defects (TDs) or extremely massive
particles [9, 10] and Z-bursts [11], all of which can lead to neutrino uxes well above those
guaranteed by the Greisen mechanism. The uxes of some representative sources are given
in Fig. 1.
The detection of ultra-high energy cosmic neutrinos is, however, extremely diÆcult, es-
pecially for those with energies above 10
8
GeV. At these energies, the neutrino interaction
length is below 2000 km water equivalent in rock, and so upward-going neutrinos are typi-
cally blocked by the Earth. This shadowing severely restricts rates in underground detectors
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) from Greisen photoproduction [4] (solid),
active galactic nuclei [6] (long dashed), topological defects [12] (short dashed), and Z-bursts [13]




mixing, these uxes are divided equally between
muon and tau neutrinos when they reach the Earth.
such as AMANDA/IceCube, which, although sensitive to such high energy neutrinos [14],
are bounded by detection volumes of at most 1 km
3
. At the same time, the atmosphere,
with vertical depth 1000 g=cm
2
, is nearly transparent to these neutrinos. Even for quasi-





convert to charged leptons. At the Pierre Auger Observatory, estimated detection
rates are of order 0.1 to 1 event per year for Greisen neutrinos from the ground array [15, 16],
with similar rates for the Auger air uorescence detectors [17].
Here we explore an alternative method for detecting ultra-high energy neutrinos. While
upward-going neutrinos are typically blocked by the Earth, those that skim the Earth,
traveling at low angles along chords with lengths of order their interaction length, are not.
Some of these neutrinos will then convert to charged leptons, which, at these energies, travel
 10 km in the Earth and so may escape. The resulting charged leptons then emerge from
the Earth at angles of roughly 1
Æ
relative to the horizontal and may be detected by surface
uorescence detectors. This method exploits both the Earth as a large-volume converter,
and the atmosphere as a large-volume detector. The measurement of such events (or their
3
absence) may provide important information and constraints on all of the sources noted
above.
In principle, the luminescence from either the leptons themselves or, in the case of taus,
from the electromagnetic showers induced by lepton decays, can be detected. As we will see,





mixing [18] has, therefore, a signicant impact on this detection strategy. The proposed
astrophysical sources produce predominantly 

, with very small admixtures of 

. However,
these sources are so far away that, even at the high energies of interest here, mixing is




ratio of 1 : 1 at
the Earth's surface.
The shower characteristics of Earth-skimming events have been discussed previously by
Domokos and Kovesi-Domokos [19]. They examined dierences between upward-going and
conventional showers and the possibility of space-based detection, but did not address the
question of rates. Fargion has also studied the possibility of upward-going  -induced air
showers [20]. Very recently, the possibility of detecting showers from  decays through
Cerenkov radiation at the Auger Observatory has been considered in Ref. [21]. Finally, we
note that the possibility of detecting moon-skimming neutrinos through radio signals has
also recently generated interest [22, 23].
In the next section, we describe the general characteristics of detectable events. Following
this discussion, we develop the tools necessary to determine the outgoing lepton ux given
an incoming neutrino source and model the acceptances of current and future uorescence
detectors. The various pieces are then assembled to estimate event rates. We conclude by
describing possibilities for detectors optimized for Earth-skimming neutrinos and additional
directions for future work.
II. GENERAL EVENT CHARACTERISTICS
A schematic picture of the events we are considering is given in Fig. 2. Ultra-high
energy neutrinos penetrate the Earth and convert to charged leptons in the Earth, and
these leptons then exit the Earth. All charged leptons are produced in this way. However,
electrons lose their energy quickly in the Earth and so typically do not emerge to be detected










FIG. 2: A neutrino  enters the Earth with energy E

at nadir angle  and azimuthal angle
. It then travels for distance z before converting to a charged lepton `, which exits the Earth
with energy E
`
. We neglect multiple charged current interactions, which are not signicant at the
energies of interest.
The probability for a neutrino with energy E

traveling with nadir angle  to survive for














































the interaction cross section for a neutrino with energy E

, (r), the Earth's density at
distance r from its center, and N
A













z cos , whereR

 6371 km is the radius of the Earth. We neglect neutrino
energy degradation from neutral current processes. This is an optimistic but reasonable ap-
proximation, as high energy neutrinos typically lose little energy in such interactions. Note
also that for the energies of interest to us, the charged current  and  cross sections are
virtually identical, and so our results apply equally well to both.





















= 1 : (3)
For nadir angles smaller than 
opt
, neutrinos are shadowed by the Earth; for larger nadir
angles, they rarely interact to produce charged leptons. Fig. 3 shows 
opt
as a function of
5
FIG. 3: Optimal angle for neutrinos of a given energy.
E

; we have assumed the Preliminary Earth density prole of Ref. [24] used in Ref. [25]. For
neutrino energies above 10
8






, and both the neutrinos and
the created leptons travel essentially horizontally.
Once created, a charged lepton loses energy through bremsstrahlung, pair production,
and photonuclear interactions. Assuming that the lepton loses energy uniformly and con-















for rock have been determined in Ref. [26] and more recently
in Ref. [27]. The values of 
`
are uncertain, due to ambiguities in the photonuclear cross














and the eects of 
;









, taus and muons travel 11 km and 1.5 km, respectively, before
losing a decade in energy.
Detectable neutrinos therefore skim the Earth at angles approximately 1
Æ
above the
horizontal, and the created leptons travel at mostO(10) km in the Earth before escaping. As
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. This will considerably simplify the analysis below.
III. LEPTON FLUX FROM EARTH-SKIMMING NEUTRINOS
We now develop the necessary formalism to convert an incoming neutrino ux to an
outgoing lepton ux. We neglect a number of inessential details to simplify the analysis.
A complete discussion, addressing several of the details omitted below, will be presented
elsewhere [28].






































































































In addition, for ultra-high energy neutrinos, the daughter lepton very nearly follows the
neutrino direction. This, along with the spherical symmetry of the Earth, implies that the



































; cos ; 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dE
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K is the probability that a neutrino entering the Earth with energy E

and nadir angle
 produces a lepton that exits the Earth with energy E
`
. Such an event requires that (a)
the neutrino survives for some distance z in the Earth, (b) the neutrino then converts to a
lepton, (c) the created lepton exits the Earth before decaying, and (d) the lepton's energy




The probability for a neutrino with energy E

to survive for a distance z in the Earth
is given by P
a
in Eq. (1), where again we neglect neutrino energy degradation from neutral
current processes.






; ; z). However, given that this conversion process must take place near the




























is the surface charged current interaction length. We
assume the lepton takes all of the neutrino energy. For ultra-high energy neutrinos, the




i  0:2 [25]. We therefore expect this assumption
to make only a small dierence.
The survival probability P
c
for a charged lepton losing energy as it moves through the


















are lepton's rest mass and lifetime, respectively.




in Eq. (4), these dierential equations
























Muon lifetimes are long enough that P
c
' 1, but for taus, this factor may play a signicant
role.
Finally, the lepton's energy and location when produced must be consistent with an exit
energy E
`
. The distance traveled by the lepton and its initial and nal energies are related




, we nd that consistency is









































































































Equation (15) may be further simplied, however, because the lepton's range in Earth is
only of order 10 km, far less than the typical neutrino interaction length. The kernel is
therefore dominated by the contribution from z  2R

cos . Replacing z by 2R

cos  in the
expression for P
a

















































































the Æ-function of Eq. (15) can be satised.
In our calculations, we use the kernel of Eq. (16). The integral over z
0
uses the Prelim-






X) was calculated for an isoscalar nucleon N  (p + n)=2. We use the
CTEQ5M1 parton distribution functions [30]; dierences from the CTEQ4 distributions
used in Ref. [29] are negligible. For the subprocess b ! `
 
t, the large top quark mass
is important. We treat it using the slow rescaling prescription of Ref. [31]. In addition,
neutrinos at these energies probe x  m
2
W
=s below the range constrained by experiments.
The CTEQ parton distribution functions are limited to x  10
 5
; we extrapolate them by




at x = 10
 5
continues to lower x. Roughly,
  0:23.
















GeV, the lowest energy such that decays
do not signicantly suppress the range of taus in the Earth. These characteristics of the





With the above analysis, we can obtain a rough but extremely simple and instructive


























) =  40; 30; 20; 15; 12; 11, and  10:5.
and assume that neutrinos, in addition to leptons, also only sample the surface Earth density

s
. Further, neglect the possibility of lepton decays in the Earth, so P
c
= 1. Then, inserting























































































that is, 1 in every 1200 neutrinos skims the Earth and emerges as a tau with the required
energy. This remarkably simple and robust statement is independent of the neutrino energy
and microscopic details that determine the neutrino scattering cross section, and it applies
for any  energy decade.
































is the eective aperture for Earth-skimming taus in the appropriate energy
range, T is the time the experiment runs, D is the duty cycle for uorescence observations,
and the ux 

has been normalized roughly to the expected peak Greisen neutrino ux
at 10
10
GeV. We see that tau apertures of O(1000) km
2
sr are required to see Greisen
neutrinos.
IV. FLUORESCENCE DETECTION
Charged current neutrino interactions near the earth's surface produce leptons that
emerge from the Earth. As noted above, the resulting uorescence signals are from muons
traveling through the atmosphere, taus traveling through the atmosphere, and showers in-
duced by tau decays in the atmosphere. Here we concentrate on the signal from  decays,
which produce electromagnetic showers that point to the horizon.
















Electrons and neutral pions are often among the tau decay products. We assume that tau
decays initiate electromagnetic showers with probability B
EM








. At energies of order 10
10
GeV, the typical shower length is  10 km in the low
atmosphere.
We follow the analysis of Ref. [32] to estimate the eective aperture for Earth-skimming
tau leptons. There, through a general analysis of signal and background in individual pho-

















is the shower's impact parameter in km, and 
R
 18 km is the Rayleigh scattering
length. E
d










, where  = d=D is the angular acceptance of each photomultiplier tube, and d
and D are the diameters of the photomultiplier tubes and mirror aperture, respectively. For
Fly's Eye, D = 1:575 m and d = 14:4 cm. Requiring a 4 triggering threshold, one nds,




GeV. This was veried in Ref. [32] to reproduce the
experimental data well. For HiRes, the signal to noise ratio is improved by larger D = 2:0 m
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 3:2  10
7
GeV
for HiRes. For each module of the proposed Telescope Array, and requiring a 4 signal,
E
d
has been estimated to be roughly 4  10
5
GeV [34]. Finally, the uorescence detectors
of the Auger Observatory [35] will also be sensitive to Earth-skimming events; we expect
their sensitivity to lie somewhere between that of HiRes and Telescope Array. Following
Ref. [32], we assume that showers are detected if and only if initiated within distance R
p
of the detector. We also make use of the fact that, at these energies, all  leptons exit the
Earth horizontally.





















are the eective apertures for taus exiting the Earth at distance
less than and greater than R
p





If the  exits at distance r < R
p
from the detector with azimuthal angle  relative to the





  (r sin )
2
before leaving the detection area.
































When taus emerge from farther than R
p
, the curvature of the Earth plays an important




), where we have neglected





















. A detected tau must both pass through and decay within this area. Including



















































  (r sin )
2
.
Apertures for Earth-skimming taus for each of the three detectors discussed above are




. The aperture rises with
energy until time dilation causes taus to decay too late to be detected. The HiRes aperture
peaks at 2000 km
2
sr near 3  10
10
GeV. With increased sensitivity, however, the aperture
12
FIG. 5: Eective aperture estimates for the detection of Earth-skimming  leptons through their
decays to electromagnetic showers for Fly's Eye (dotted), HiRes (one site) (solid), and Telescope
Array (one site) (dashed).
peak rises. In addition, it moves to lower energies, which, for most sources, also signicantly
enhances detection rates.
V. DETECTION RATES
Given the kernel functions of Sec. III and the estimated apertures of Sec. IV, we can
now estimate the detection rate for Earth skimming ultra-high energy neutrinos for the
representative sources discussed in Sec. I.







































) is the eective aperture for Earth-skimming taus, T is the time an experiment
runs, and D is the duty cycle. To account for the requirement of clear moonless nights for




Event rates were calculated for the four neutrino sources given in Fig. 1: Greisen neutrinos
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TABLE I: Expected number of 

-induced electromagnetic showers detected by atmospheric uo-





























      0.001
Total 0.045 0.50 0.25 0.086
























      0.002
Total 0.17 2.1 0.96 0.28
























    0.001 0.013
Total 5.9 130 43 7.1
from pion photoproduction, AGN, TDs, and Z-bursts. The rates were calculated through





Our estimated event rates, binned by tau energy, are summarized in Table I. For HiRes,
a fraction of an event per year is expected for Greisen neutrinos, and a few per year are
possible from AGN and TDs. For Telescope Array, these rates are enhanced by a factor of
50 | several Greisen neutrinos per year can be detected, and hundreds of AGN and TD
neutrinos are possible. We regard these estimates as extremely encouraging. Note that the
rates for HiRes and Telescope Array are for one site only. Although the sites are designed
to overlap to allow stereoscopic vision of cosmic ray events, additional enhancements in
neutrino apertures can therefore also be expected | for Telescope Array, for example, 11
detector sites are proposed [34], which may increase the total rates by 5{10.
Hundreds or even tens of events will shed light on many aspects of ultra-high energy
14
astrophysics. The energy spectrum of detected events varies from source to source, as
evident in Table I. With many events, the source energy spectrum may be determined by
deconvolving the observed spectrum with the kernel function. Note also that the Earth
acts as a spectrometer | the leptons' nadir angles and energies are correlated, and precise
directional information may be used to cross-check and enhance energy measurements.
VI. ADDITIONAL DIRECTIONS
Fluorescence induced directly by muons and taus can also be detected. The rates in
both cases are roughly 1/5 of those from  decays calculated above and will be presented
elsewhere [28]. In the case of taus, however, the possibility of rst identifying an electro-
magnetic shower from  decay that points toward the horizon should allow one to identify
the uorescence from  energy loss more eectively. The identication of both the  track
and its subsequent decay would be remarkable.
The distinctive geometry and relatively large rates associated with Earth-skimming events
could be exploited by specially adapted detectors that cover the sky densely very near the
horizon. Placement of detectors in valleys, which eectively enhances the conversion volume,
may also improve detection rates. In addition, nearly horizontal showers may be eÆciently
distinguished by lters optimized for such events.
Cerenkov radiation provides an alternative signal for showers initiated by  decay [21].
Again, there are possibilities for redundant detection. Conventional air shower arrays, which
deploy a large number of modules over a horizontal area, are not optimally adapted to
Earth-skimming events. It is interesting to contemplate `vertical' arrays, say on the side
of a mountain, that would intercept Earth-skimming showers originating from a very large
surrounding area. Earth-skimming events also open up new possibilities for space-based
detection, as in the OWL/Airwatch proposal [36].
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